
 

 

 

Cloud PBX Features and Star Codes 

Shortcut Feature Description 

7 

 
Transfer a call directly to voicemail (3 or 4 digit extension). 

 
Example: Press 7+Ext. If you wish to transfer a call directly to 

voicemail of extension 100 enter 7100 and press dial or send. Replace 
100 with any extension. 

 

99 

 
Auto Answer/Intercom (3 or 4 digit extension) 

 
Example: Press 99+Ext. If you wish to intercom extension 100 enter 

99100 and press dial or send.  Replace 100 with any extension. 
 

5000 

 
Check voicemail of another mailbox from any phone. 

 
Example: Dial 5000 and press dial or send.  Enter the extension you 

wish to check followed by #.  Enter the password of the extension. 
 

5001 

Check voicemail of your phone or the phone you are at. 
 

This is programmed on most phones already when the mailbox or 
message button is pressed.  You may also enter it manually to retrieve 
voicemail.  It only retrieves voicemail from the phone it is dialed from. 

 

 

Star Code Feature Description 

*35{Ext} Extension Pickup - Answer a Call that is ringing at another extension 

*36 Domain Pickup - Answer a Call that is ringing within the same domain 

*37 
Department Pickup - Answer a Call that is ringing within the same 

department 

*40 
This will forward all calls to the number defined in the answering rules 

for the user in the call forwarding section and the "always" box. 

*50 Auto Answer/Intercom (3 or 4 Digit Ext) 

*61 To Voicemail - Unauthenticated 



*62 To Voicemail - Password Only 

*69 Call Return 

*72 

 
Set Forward Destination (This feature will only forward to Device or 

External Number, forwarding to a user such as an Auto-Attendant must 
be done in the portal and re-activated with *40)  

 
Example *725091234567 then press dial or send. 

 

*73 DeActivate Forward 

*74 Activate Night Mode (Requires Setup) 

*75 DeActivate Night Mode 

*78 Activate Do Not Disturb 

*79 DeActivate Do Not Disturb 

*90 
Activate Forward Busy (This feature will only forward to Device or 

External Number, forwarding to a user such as an Auto-Attendant must 
be done in the portal and re-activated with *40) 

*91 DeActivate Forward Busy 

*92 
Activate Forward No Answer (This feature will only forward to Device or 
External Number, forwarding to a user such as an Auto-Attendant must 

be done in the portal and re-activated with *40) 

*93 DeActivate Forward No Answer 

*98 Transfer to an Extension 

*99 Transfer to Self 

 


